
Guide to Reading Sultana’s Logbooks
The schooner Sultana sailed for Britain’s Royal Navy enforcing the Townshend Acts in colonial waters from 1768 to 1772.  Each day, the 
vessel’s two commanding officers (Lieutenant John Inglis and Master David Bruce) kept a detailed log of the ship’s activities.  Below is a 
sample logbook entry from May 9, 1772, along with a guide for how to read it.  Once you are familiar with the terms that the sailors 
used, check out some of the weekly log entries posted on the Virtual Classroom web site!

FIRE FIGHT ON THE DELAWARE BAY                                                            MAY 9, 1772 

O 
n the rare occasions that Sultana seized a vessel carrying contraband, 

Lieutenant Inglis and his men met fierce resistance from local citizens 

that resented the Royal Navy’s presence in colonial waters.  Such was the case 

on May 9, 1772, when five boats full of men attempted to rescue the brig 

Carolina, which Sultana’s crewmembers had seized on the Delaware Bay the 

day before on suspicion of smuggling wine and brandy.  After loading six of 

the schooner’s swivel guns with grape shot, the colonists relented and the 

prize brig was escorted upriver in company with another Royal Navy vessel 

named the King George.  This tense encounter was symbolic of the colonists’ 

growing disdain for British rule in North America.   

Modr & Cloudy with Rain   at 5 PM Came to anchor with the small bour   at 8 am weghed & came to sail  

Employd in going up the River to Chester   at 2 Came to anchor   at 10 Weghed & came to sail Employd as 

Before   at Noon Willmintion Wt 2 1/2 miles   Fired at 5 Boats Full of Men   6 Gunes Loding Groap shot 

Emijenaning they Intended to Resque the Brige Carolina 

 

Saturday 

 

Markiys hooke 

NNE 4 Leagues 

 

NNW 

SW & 

SSW 

 

9 

 

Week 

Days 

 

Remarks onboard of Sultana                                             May 1772 
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CATEGORIES AT THE TOP OF EACH COLUMN AND WHAT THEY MEAN:

Week Days days of the week (Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday)
Mo Days individual dates for that month.  In the example above, the number “9” represents May 9th

Wind the directions that the wind blew over the course of the day
Courses this is the direction (or directions) the ship is heading.  If that box is blank, it means the ship is not traveling
Dist in Miles this is the distance traveled that day.  If the box is blank, it means the ship probably sat on the anchor all day

Latitude in the ship’s latitudinal position on the globe.  If the box is blank, it means the ship did not travel that day
Long’de Made the ship’s longitudinal position on the globe.  If the box is blank, it means the ship did not travel that day

Bearings & Sultana’s location at noon that day.  If the box says “Ditto” or “Do”, the ship’s position didn’t change from the day before
Dist at Noon

Remarks …. the officer’s summary of what happened that day
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More Helpful Hints About Reading the Logs
• The “Remarks onboard of Sultana” section of the log usually follows a similar 

format:  it begins with a brief description of the weather, followed by the time that 
the anchor was raised and the sails were set, then one or two sentences about what 
happened over the course of the work day. 

• The spelling in the logbook entries is TERRIBLE.  In the “Remarks …” section of this 
entry alone, here are some corrections:  weghed = weighed, gunes = guns, loding = 
loading, groap = grape, Emijenaning = Imagining, Resque = rescue. 

• Words were often spelled to match the way that they sounded, and there was no 
standardized system of spelling.  As a result, the same word on the same page might 
be spelled two or three different ways.

• The authors of the logs use a lot of abbreviations.  As an example, the first sentence 
in the log entry above is “Modr & Cloudy with Rain.”  This means “Moderate & 
Cloudy with Rain.”  

• The third sentence in the log entry above reads “at 8 am weghed and came to sail.”  
This means that the crew weighed (raised) the anchor so that they could go sailing.  
The term “weighed” is used often.


